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Abstract
The inherent complexity of environmental models is frequently a limiting factor in their usefulness and practical applicability. This paper aims to demonstrate how scientific workflows
can increase the reproducibility of environmental models by better managing this complexity.
Specifically, through the example of Solar Analyst solar radiation model, the paper identifies
three primary mechanisms for managing environmental modeling complexity using scientific
workflows: (i) increasing transparency and improving reproducibility, in both the modeling process and the model itself; (ii) integrating validation and improving warrantability of solar radiation model outputs; and (iii) widening opportunities for supporting parameter-setting decisions
for a diversity of modelers, using machine learning. The results demonstrate how each of these
mechanisms can be realized using a freely-available and open-source scientific workflow management system (SWFMS) called KNIME. Firstly, our example KNIME workflows demonstrate
increased transparency and improved reproducibility of solar radiation models and the entire
modeling process. In turn, improving transparency and reproducibility can aid novice users in
understanding and reusing solar radiation models. Secondly, an extended KNIME workflow is
used to integrate both modeling and validation into a single, transparent workflow. Lastly, using
KNIME workflows facilitates integration with other decision-support tools and techniques, such
as machine learning. Using decision trees, an extended solar radiation KNIME workflow offers
the capability to support more transparent and warrantable decisions around setting Solar Analyst parameter values. Ultimately, better managing the complexity of environmental modeling
contributes to wider uptake and scrutiny of environmental models and the outputs they generate,
both in scientific research and in applied evidence-based decision making.

Software and scientific workflows availability
KNIME software is free and open-source, and can be accessed at www.knime.com/downloads/download-knime
and www.knime.com/next-steps. Further background information and support documentation is provided in
Berthold et al. (2009) and Bakos (2013). All KNIME workflows developed for this research are freely available on
GitHub at www.github.com/Nenad1984/KNIME-workflows.git. Solar Analyst is closed-source and proprietorial,
available as part of the Spatial Analyst toolkit in ESRI ArcGIS.

1. Introduction
Reproducibility is fundamental to science. Reproducibility is vital for explaining, validating, and sharing the methods
and results of scientific research. Reproducible science encompasses the communication of the methods, procedures,
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protocols, techniques, tools, and observations that enable consistent results when the same work is repeated by others
(Kitzes et al., 2017; Mesirov, 2010; Cohen-Boulakia et al., 2017). However, reproducibility presents significant challenges to scientists today. A recent survey conducted by Baker (2016) indicated that more than 70% researchers have
tried and failed to successfully reproduce work completed by other scientists.
Environmental scientists similarly face challenges of reproducibility, in particular in the context of environmental
modeling (Hutton et al., 2016; Refsgaard et al., 2007). Environmental models are frequently complex, and often
implemented as opaque “black-boxes” with limited documentation (e.g., Jakeman et al., 2006). The environmental
modeling process too is frequently insufficiently transparent to enable scientific results that are easily reproducible,
explainable, and warrantable even for domain scientists, let alone novice users (e.g., Li et al., 2015).
To redress this gap, this paper explores the use of scientific workflows to increase the reproducibility of environmental
models and the environmental modeling process itself. Using scientific workflows involves capturing explicitly the
entire process of scientific computing including all the computational assets to run an environmental model, including
data inputs, transformations, analyses, and outputs (Gil et al., 2007). The technology that underpins scientific workflows helps modellers organize and segment complex models into transparent and documented composable components, each of which individually inspected and executed. The resulting models are expected to be more easily reused,
with outputs more easily reproduced, and modeling assumptions and errors more easily identified and checked.
This paper asks how and to what extent scientific workflows can be used to improve reproducibility in environmental
modeling. Specifically, this paper identifies and examines three key mechanisms for improving the management of
complexity in environmental modeling using scientific workflows, by:
1. increasing transparency and improving reproducibility of environmental models;
2. integrating validation and improving warrantability of environmental model outputs; and
3. increasing opportunities for decision support for environmental modelers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background to issues of complexity, transparency, and uncertainty in environmental modeling. Section 2.4 also provides a deeper introduction to scientific
workflows and the associated technology of scientific workflows management systems (SWFMS). A scientific workflow management system (SWFMS) provides an environment for building and sharing executable scientific workflows.
SWFMS, such as Kepler, KNIME, Workspace, usually provide a graphical language and interface for representing of
data flows and analysis steps, as well as distributed or grid computing capabilities (Altintas et al., 2004; Berthold et al.,
2009; Bakos, 2013; Ludäscher et al., 2006).
In Section 3, the conventional approach to environmental modeling is reviewed with reference to a specific, commonlyused example environmental model: solar radiation estimation. Section 4 demonstrates how scientific workflows can
be used to manage complexity by improving transparency and warrantability of the environmental model. Section 5
goes a step further by exploring how scientific workflows and SWFMS can facilitate the integration of environmental
models with other supporting tools, such as machine learning. The paper demonstrates how decision-tree learning can
be integrated with solar radiation modeling to enable more transparent and warrantable user support for setting key
model parameters. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a review of the key lessons learned and a road map for future
research and uptake of the approach.

2. Background
The paper distinguishes two different aspects of environmental modeling: (i) the modeling process, and (ii) the environmental model itself. The environmental modeling process (also termed “environmental modeling”) encompasses
all the steps required to successfully design, build, apply, and generate outputs from an environmental model. The environmental modeling process may include tasks such as preparation and processing of data sets; estimating and setting
values for parameters; model execution; and validation and presentation of results. On the other hand, an environmental model is a core computational asset for the environmental modeling process that provides a precise mathematical
approximation of a real physical system.
Both the model itself and the wider modeling process present challenges to managing complexity, and to enhancing reproducibility, validation, and opportunities for decision support. Figure 1 summarizes graphically three major
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Figure 1: Major causes of challenges related to reproducibility in environmental modeling

challenges that affect both the modeling process and the environmental model itself: the level of complexity of both
process and model; a lack of transparency in model and process; and difficulties in handling uncertainty in both model
and process. Arrows in Figure 1 connect primary (continuous arrow line) and secondary (dotted arrow line) causes of
each challenge, for both the modeling process and the environmental model itself. For example, “black box” implementations are a primary cause of insufficient model transparency. Uncertainty about the model’s inner workings is a
secondary effect of “black box” implementations, as the detailed model design is not exposed to users. The different
causes of each of the three major reproducibility challenges (complexity, transparency, and uncertainty) are discussed
further in the following sections.

2.1. Complexity of model and process
Environmental systems are inherently complex. Environmental modeling attempts to balance the need to develop
tractable and understandable models with the requirement to adequately capture the behavior of complex, uncertain,
and often ill-defined environmental systems (Young et al., 1996; Paola and Leeder, 2011). In most cases, the physical
systems being modelled are sufficiently complex that our understanding of them remains incomplete. For example,
accurate prediction of solar radiation may be confounded by a lack of knowledge of precise sky conditions and cloud
composition (Šúri and Hofierka, 2004; Rich et al., 1994). Further, simple interactions at small scales in environmental
systems can give rise to complex behavior at larger scales (Werner, 1999; Paola and Leeder, 2011). The complexity of
physical systems in turn gives rise to complexity in the modeling of environmental processes. Environmental modeling
may involve numerous steps to generate the final results. Each step may require the integration of data sets, setting
multiple parameters, and the choice between different options for analysis.
A failure to document and justify exhaustively each modeling step undermines the ability of other modelers to scrutinize
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or reproduce results from previous studies. Differences in modeling processes between different users are known to
cause variations in model outputs. For instance, even when using the same solar radiation model and the same type of
data sets, different studies can still result in significantly different modeling results (cf. Li et al., 2015; Redweik et al.,
2013; Kodysh et al., 2013). Similarly, problems arise when certain steps may be excluded from a detailed description
of the modeling process. One such example is the validation of model results, often excluded or treated as a separate
process in environmental modeling.
Just as for other components of the environmental modeling process, the model itself embodies increasing levels of
complexity as models and modeling tools become increasingly sophisticated. The complexity of a model may be
driven by the developer’s pursuit of ever-more detailed representations of physical systems (Walker et al., 2003). More
detailed representations of physical systems tend to lead to an increasing number of model components, data inputs, and
parameters. This complexity may increase the likelihood of incorrect estimation and selection of appropriate parameter
settings. It may even make models inaccessible to novice users. In either event, reproducibility is decreased.

2.2. Transparency of model and process
The complexity of environmental models and modeling processes frequently contributes to a lack of transparency.
Limited descriptions and poor documentation of models and processes limit the information available to successfully
reproduce the results of modeling. Lacking adequate information about model limitations and assumptions, subsequent
model users may apply models inappropriately or incorrectly (Jakeman et al., 2006).
The desire to manage high levels of model complexity frequently leads to “black-box” components in environmental
models. Black-box components do make it easier for novice users to include those components in larger, more sophisticated models. However, making the component details inaccessible or unknown for users makes it more likely those
components will not be properly understood or applied (Gilbert et al., 2018; Holzworth et al., 2010). For instance,
black boxes with low levels of transparency may prevent users selecting appropriate model parameter settings. Previous studies often do not provide sufficient information about correct parameter selection (cf. Singh and Banerjee,
2015; Santos et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Kodysh et al., 2013). Further, black-box components make errors much more
likely to go unnoticed, until they emerge as obvious blunders in output (Hutton et al., 2016).
Thus, modeling practice based on opaque black-box model components tends to restrict knowledge sharing to narrow
communities of experts from specific research domains. A lack of clear descriptions of the modeling process together
with the application of black-box model components only reduces opportunities for sharing and understanding environmental models and modeling results.

2.3. Uncertainty in model and process
Uncertainty arises at every step of the environmental modeling process, including model development and design,
model data and parameters, and model application. Uncertainty comes in many forms, but can frequently be traced
back to two main causes: a lack of correctness, termed inaccuracy; and a lack of detail, termed imprecision (Worboys
and Duckham, 2004).
Model developers must necessarily make multiple decisions in simplifying environmental systems. All environmental
models, then, involve a degree of subjectivity in their design (Walker et al., 2003; Jakeman et al., 2006). Model
inaccuracy arises when modelers incorrectly define the mathematical relationship between model inputs and outputs.
Model imprecision arises when models lack relevant detail about the environmental phenomenon under study. Models
may also sometimes accord unwarranted levels of detail, termed spurious or false precision.
The data assets required to execute environmental models, including input data and parameters, are also subject to
imprecision and inaccuracy. Inaccuracy and imprecision are endemic in many environmental data sets, particularly
in connection with spatial data (Shi et al., 2002). For instance, a raster map with coarse resolution provides less
information about a specific location than the same map at a finer resolution. Parameters too are subject to uncertainty.
Parameter inaccuracy relates to errors in estimation, measurement, or calibration of a parameter value. Parameter
imprecision refers to a lack of detail in a parameter setting, such as estimating a value as 10 units, rather than say a
more precise value of 11.4 units.
These uncertainties can combine with a modeler’s lack of experience or level of knowledge about the application
domain. Refsgaard et al. (2007) showed that the level of a model user’s experience played a significant role in the
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results of an environmental modeling application. Users with more experience in a particular modeling method and/or
computational asset were more likely to follow their own preference in customizing and parameterizing the modeling
process (Refsgaard et al., 2007). In contrast, novice users had difficulties to conduct the process at all because of lack of
domain knowledge. Thus, given the same modeling resources and data sets, experienced users approached the solution
in different ways while novice users had difficulties generating any appropriate output.
In all cases, uncertainty at every level can propagated through to inaccuracy and imprecision in model outputs: the data
sets generated by our modeling may themselves be inaccurate and imprecise. Thus, in addition to the demonstrated
lack of reproducibility, uncertainties ultimately lead to a reduction in the warrantability in our modeling outputs.

2.4. Scientific workflows
Scientific workflows are an approach to scientific computing that aims to explicitly capture and document all the
steps involved in capturing, transforming, aggregating, analyzing, and presenting scientific data (cf. Altintas, 2008;
Ludäscher and Goble, 2005). According to Gil et al. (2007), Granell et al. (2013) and Kitzes et al. (2017), scientific
workflows increase reproducibility and improve decision support of computational processes by:
• allowing simple integration of multiple computational assets;
• improving transparency through detailed description and documentation;
• providing a flexible environment for design and execution of multiple tasks; and
• increasing ease of sharing of models among users.
At their core, scientific workflows can help manage the complexity of environmental modeling (cf. Buahin and Horsburgh, 2018; Cohen-Boulakia et al., 2017; Granell et al., 2013; Kitzes et al., 2017). Scientific workflow management systems (SWFMS), such as Kepler (www.kepler-project.org), KNIME (www.knime.com), and VisTrails
(www.vistrails.org/index.php/Main_Page) make documentation easier; offer an integrated environment to
capture and share all data sets, parameters, and computational assets; and provide a consistent structure for computational processes, based on data flows connecting operations with defined inputs and outputs (cf. Ludäscher et al.,
2006; Berthold et al., 2009; Bakos, 2013; Freire, 2012; Freire et al., 2014). SWFMS also often offer a graphical interface to interact with workflows1 ; distributed capabilities for grid or cloud computing with workflows (Altintas et al.,
2003); nesting of workflows at multiple levels of detail and abstraction; and the ability to share the entire computational
processes, documentation, and data through a single file (Bakos, 2013).
Scientific workflows are already being applied in environmental modeling. For example, Kaster et al. (2005) applied
scientific workflows to the development of an open and transparent tool for documenting, monitoring and assessing
the impacts of fertilizing application on soil and water in agriculture. Zyl et al. (2012) designed and tested a scientific
workflow for spatiotemporal wildfire, with a particular focus on accessing and integrating geospatial data in the scientific workflows. Scientific workflows have also been successfully implemented for disaster response for processing
location-based social media (Cerutti et al., 2019). The study demonstrated the potential for improvements in reproducibility and transparency of three disaster response analytics processes using KNIME scientific workflows. Fang
et al. (2008) have designed scientific workflows for multi-satellite remote sensing knowledge extraction for disaster
monitoring and early warning in the fishery industry. The implementation of workflows enabled automated analysis
of water quality and marine disasters such as detection of oil spill accidents.
Another case study involved the design and implementation of scientific workflows for monitoring the water quality
of East Lake in Wuhan, Hubei Province (Yue et al., 2015). A novel geospatial workflow system, named GeoJModelBuilder, was developed to show how remotely sensed imagery could be integrated with available sensor data to generate
turbidity maps. In the same paper, a more sophisticated use of scientific workflows was demonstrated through an additional case study which integrates two hydrological models (TOPMODEL and Hargreaves) together with spatial
analysis algorithms. The application arguably improves reproducibility as well as assisting in the management and
efficient execution of the computational process of coupled watershed runoff modeling.
1 Figures

6, 7, and 8, discussed further in later sections, provide examples of the graphical representation of scientific workflows within the
KNIME SWFMS.
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Scientific workflows have also been used as a visualization tool for improving reproducibility and transparency of
hydrological models (Leonard and Duffy, 2016). Climate modeling is another established area of scientific workflow
application. (Turuncoglu et al., 2013) developed Kepler scientific workflows in which a coupled modeling system
integrates regional ocean and atmospheric models for simulating sea surface temperature.
Despite the manifest advantages of scientific workflows and SWFMS, challenges undoubtedly remain in realizing those
advantages. Scientific workflows can themselves become a complex system structure. Different software platforms,
programming languages, standards, and formats can cause issues with workflow performance and sharing (CohenBoulakia et al., 2017; Gil et al., 2007; Kitzes et al., 2017; McFerren et al., 2012). Hence, a key contribution of this
work is to provide a blueprint for realizing the potential advantages of scientific workflows in environmental modeling.
However, as a basis for comparison we first review in more detail the classical approach to environmental modeling
through the specific example of solar radiation estimation.

3. Case study: Solar radiation estimation with Solar Analyst
Estimation of solar radiation is an important component of many environmental models. Solar radiation is also an
important data product in its own right, for applications in civil engineering, urban planning, and natural resource
management. The physics that underpin solar radiation are well-understood and predictable, making solar radiation
an ideal base-case study for using scientific workflows. Nevertheless, despite this relative simplicity, solar radiation
estimation still embodies sufficient complexity to exhibit the challenges identified above.

3.1. Solar Analyst
Solar Analyst is one of the most commonly used environmental models for assessment of solar energy potential. The
popularity of this model is in part related to its availability in the widely used software ArcGIS (www.esri.com/en-us
/arcgis/about-arcgis/overview) (Fu and Rich, 1999, 2000). Working with proprietorial, close-source models,
such as ESRI ArcGIS Spatial Analyst toolkit, presents more challenges to reproducibility than open source alternatives,
such as r.sun in GRASS GIS (https://grass.osgeo.org) and SAGA (www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html).
Hence, the approach taken here could also be applied to other open-source alternatives, such as r.sun, with it expected
that in most cases reproducibility can at least as easily, if not more achieved working with open-source components.
Solar Analyst requires a digital surface model (DSM) (Rich et al., 1994; Fu and Rich, 1999, 2000) as its primary
input. For each raster cell of the DSM, Solar Analyst creates an upward-looking viewshed illustrated in Figure 5
(3a), comparable to hemispherical photographs. Solar Analyst then constructs the sky obstruction from surrounding
topographic features for each location covered by the DSM. In Figure 5 (3a) the dark gray region depicts obstructed
areas, while light gray depicts the sun-visible area of the upward-looking viewshed. The model outputs estimates of
the combined direct and diffuse solar radiation at each location.
Estimating solar energy potential with Solar Analyst entails data preparation and preprocessing; setting parameters
and configuring Solar Analyst; and executing the model and collating or visualizing the outputs.
Figure 2 shows an example study area in Melbourne, Australia (Monash University, Clayton Campus). Spatial data
about spot heights, contours, and building footprints is combined in a data preprocessing step to generate a DSM of
the study area, as shown in Figure 3. The DSM illustrated in Figure 3 is the main input for the model integrated in
ESRI’s ArcGIS Area Solar Radiation Tool. The model accepts data in all projected coordinate systems supported by
ArcGIS software (ESRI, 2012).
Once the input data is assembled, the next step is to determine appropriate spatial, temporal, and physical parameter
settings for model execution. Setting parameter values is frequently a process that requires estimation, experience,
and ultimately subjective decisions by the modeler. Table 1 in the following Section 3.2 contains further details on
parameters’ specific settings and data sources for the Monash University case study.
Finally, the ESRI Solar Analyst “Area Solar Radiation” tool was executed to provide estimated solar energy potential
across the study area. The main output from the model is a raster containing information about the global (direct
and diffuse) solar radiation potential across the study area. For example, Figure 4 maps the total annual solar energy
radiation potential output by the model across building rooftops in the study area.
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Figure 2: Study area: Clayton, Melbourne, Australia. Spatial data provided by the Strategic and Planning Information
Service at Monash University. Reference systems used in this study are: (i) horizontal datum: Geocentric Datum of
Australia GDA94, (ii) vertical datum: Australian Height Datum (AHD), (iii) map projection in Map Grid of Australia
(MGA) Zone 55, and (iv) geoid model Ausgeoid98 for heights.

The estimated solar radiation potential in Figure 4 provides information about the distribution of solar radiation across
building rooftops at Monash University. This information can provide a basis for more accurate and economical
installation of solar photovoltaic energy systems at the study area. Additionally, estimated solar radiation potential
helps in planning investment and development of strategic solar energy projects.

3.2. Model parameters
An array of different model parameters must be set in order to estimate solar radiation using Solar Analyst. Despite its
relative simplicity as a well-understood physical model, the parameters can be bewildering for modelers not already
familiar with solar radiation modeling generally, and Solar Analyst model specifically (cf. Table 1 below).
Amongst the simplest parameters are those that define the spatiotemporal location of the model run, clearly an important factor in direct solar radiation. Specifically, the model requires as parameters the geographic latitude and the time
period under study. Two further definitional parameters configure the model itself. For a spherical coordinate system,
a user needs to specify a z-factor parameter for the given latitude of area of interest. The z-factor allows different
units of length to be used in the 𝑧 direction (height) when compares to the 𝑥, 𝑦 (planar spatial) units of the DSM. The
type parameter determines the underlying behavior—and ultimately accuracy—of the model. Using the simpler but
less accurate uniform-type diffuse radiation model assumes the same incoming diffuse radiation at any sky direction.
The standard overcast-type model, by contract, additionally models the directions and intensity of incoming diffuse
radiation (Fu and Rich, 2000).
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Figure 3: Model input: Digital surface model of the study area, compiled from spot heights, contours, and building
polygons

Table 1
Setting values and data sources for Solar Analyst parameters used in Monash University case study
Parameter
Geographic latitude
Time period
Z-factor
Diffuse model type
Diffusion proportion index
Transmission proportion index
No. azimuth divisions
No. zenith divisions
Sky size
No. azimuth directions

Setting value
−37.91
[1, 365]
1
Standard overcast
0.3
0.5
32
32
250
32

Units
Decimal degrees
Days
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Divisions
Divisions
Cells per side
Directions

Data source
DSM of the study area (Figure 3)
User defined
DSM of the study area (Figure 3)
User defined
User manual (Fu and Rich, 2000)
User manual (Fu and Rich, 2000)
User defined
User defined
User defined
User manual (Fu and Rich, 2000)

Estimating two further physical parameters has a critical impact on the estimated incoming radiation. The diffuse
proportion estimates the proportion of total incoming solar radiation that is diffuse. A typical diffuse proportion will
vary between 0.2 (20%) for clear skies to 0.7 (70%) for dense cloud. Conversely, transmission proportion is an estimate
of the average proportion of incoming solar radiation reaching the ground. Typical transmission proportion values
will vary between 0.7 for very clear skies to 0.4 for overcast. The two parameters are inversely related by prevailing
atmospheric conditions, and so are not entirely independent.
Finally, the most complex and numerous parameters define the spatiotemporal granularity of the model computation.
In all cases, specifying finer granularity offers the potential for greater precision and accuracy in the output solar
radiation estimates. However, finer granularity also entails greater computational overheads, with the computationally
intensive nature of the model rapidly making the computation intractable as granularity becomes finer.
The zenith divisions and azimuth divisions specify the number of sky sectors used to compute diffuse radiation (Fu
and Rich, 2000). Typical values can vary from relatively coarse 8 sectors to arbitrarily fine granularity. A sky size
parameter sets the extent of the hemispherical raster grids used to estimate direct and diffuse radiation across different
Nenad Radosevic et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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Figure 4: Model output: Annual solar radiation potential for building rooftops in the study area

parts of the sky. This parameter is expressed as the length of one side of the raster grid in unit cells (e.g., 200, 400,
800, ...). The number of azimuth directions determines the number of rays used to compute the viewshed. While
minimum of 8 directions may be sufficient for smooth terrain, irregular terrain or urban settings may require setting
much higher levels of detail to adequately capture the shading effect of nearby features, such as buildings. Finally,
temporal parameters also define the temporal granularity of the output, i.e., whether the estimated solar radiation is
averaged over minutes, days, months, or even years.
Figure 5 summarizes the main granularity parameters used in Solar Analyst. In the example in Figure 4, 32 zenith
and azimuth divisions defined sky sectors for computing diffuse radiation (Figure 5, 1d); the setting value for sky size
parameter was 250 (Figure 5, 2a); the number of azimuth directions was set to 32 (Figure 5, 3c); and the time interval
was set to monthly (Figure 5, 4b).

3.3. Summary
The process of solar radiation modeling with Solar Analyst highlights number of issues with wider significance in
environmental modeling. Firstly, the modeling process is complex. It includes multiple steps, including preparing and
processing spatial data sets, setting parameter values, executing the model, and visualizing the outputs. These steps
are often not well documented. It is also not possible to infer anything about the specific steps and inputs used from
the output ultimately generated.
Secondly, several of these steps require domain expertise, experience, or judgment. This feature makes using the
model error-prone or impractical for novice users. Even for experts, the need for subjective decisions makes it harder
to reproduce the modeling process, either by another expert or indeed the same expert weeks or months later. It also
reduces the warrantability of the outputs: how do we know if a parameter setting is appropriately selected?
Thirdly, the physical equations and relations used to generate the output are not accessible to the modeler. Solar Analyst
effectively operates as a black-box. Modelers have little opportunity to interrogate the design and structure of the model
directly, aside from reading the manual.
Finally, Solar Analyst offers no support for validation of model output. Validation is a critical step in understanding
Nenad Radosevic et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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Figure 5: Examples of (1) skymaps for the following zenith and azimuth divisions settings: a) 8 and 8, b) 16 and 16, c)
24 and 24, d) 32 and 32, e) 8 and 16, f) 8 and 32, g) 16 and 8, and h) 32 and 8; (2) viewsheds for the following sky size
settings: a) 200, b) 400, c) 600, and d) 800; (3) viewsheds for the following number of azimuth directions settings: a) 8,
b) 16, c) 32, and d) 64; and 4) temporal granularity for the following time intervals: a) day, b) month, and c) year

the reliability of any environmental modeling outputs, but a step that is all too frequently omitted in practice (Brito
et al., 2012; Kodysh et al., 2013; Santos et al., 2014).
In summary, high levels of complexity, a lack of transparency, and a lack of decision support for modelers all serve to
reduce the reproducibility of the modeling process and the warrantability of the model outputs. Addressing these issues
for Solar Analyst, and for environmental modeling more generally, is the focus of our scientific workflows approach in
the following sections.
Nenad Radosevic et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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4. Scientific workflows for increased reproducibility and warrantability
This section demonstrates how the capabilities of scientific workflows can be used to address the fundamental issues
identified above, of reproducibility of the modeling process and warrantability of the modeling outputs.

4.1. KNIME Solar Analyst workflow
The KNIME Analytics Platform was chosen as the SWFMS for this study. Potentially any SWFMS with similar
capabilities might also be used in place of KNIME, including those discussed in Section 2.4 (i.e., Kepler, VisTrails,
GeoJModelBuilder, amongst others). However, KNIME offers a range of features which, while not unique to KNIME,
do make it an ideal selection for exploring reproducibility in environmental modeling:
• KNIME is an open source, cross-platform SWFMS with a graphic user interface, compatible with in Microsoft,
Mac, and Linux operating systems. Some other options, such as, for example, ESRI Model Builder, are commercial software products with closed source and not supported across all common operating systems.
• KNIME supports an array of external components, including machine learning tools such as decision tree learning, neural network and support vector machines. While many other software packages do have graphical tools
for workflow-like automation of processes (including ESRI Model Builder2 , GRASS GModeler3 , and QGIS
Graphical Modeler4 ) these tools are typically difficult to integrate with external components and software systems.
• KNIME has a large, established, and active user community, unlike some more research-oriented tools, such as
GeoJModelBuilder.
• KNIME offers the full range of SWFMS features, including parallelism of both tasks (operations) and pipelines
(data flows), and nesting of tasks and data flows in subworkflows. Such features are essential to efficient execution
and deployment of workflows and managing complexity in environmental models, and are largely absent in
automation tools such as ESRI Model Builder, GRASS GModeler, and QGIS Graphical Modeler.
• Complete KNIME workflows, including process, data, and documentation, are easily archived and shared at any
stage of execution using a cross-platform persistent file format.
In an SWFMS such as KNIME, analysts can see workflows graphically, and manipulate them on-screen using the GUI.
Figure 6 shows a minimal KNIME workflow to reproduce the most basic elements of the modeling process already
described above in Section 3. The Solar Analyst model itself is integrated with the workflow as a Python Script (central
node in Figure 6). The script executes an external instance of Solar Analyst in ESRI ArcGIS. The computational
performance of the workflow is approximately the same as executing Solar Analyst through ESRI ArcGIS graphic use
interface; Solar Analyst model execution dominates all other computational demands of the system, whether initiated
through KNIME or ArcGIS interface. Other operations such as inputs (parameters and raster DSM) and outputs (simple
tabular output in Figure 6) are also represented with labeled boxes. Lines connecting boxes capture flows of data or
parameters between operations, left to right.
Importantly, the workflow is executable, integrating both data and the operations upon data. The traffic lights associated
with operations in Figure 6 summarize whether the underlying data has been processed (green), is ready to be processed
(yellow), or is not yet ready to be processed (red).
The SWFMS enables the entire workflow, including data (parameter settings and the DSM data set in Figure 6), to be
archived at any stage of development or execution. The intuitive graphical layout together with simple-to-use labels
for nodes and data flows provides a degree of “self-documentation.” Even such a simple starting point provides some
basic reproducibility capabilities, when compared with the wholly manual process described in Section 3. The KNIME
workflow can be exported together with all workflow components (nodes and metanodes) from KNIME software into
a persistent .knwf file. The file can then be shared with and opened by other users. Workflows can also be distributed
and shared through a server version of KNIME, as well as implemented on cloud-based platforms, such as AWS
or Azure. Only external software components, such as the Solar Analyst executable itself, will be absent from the
2 https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/help/analysis/geoprocessing/modelbuilder/what-is-modelbuilder-.htm
3 https://grass.osgeo.org/grass78/manuals/g.gui.gmodeler.html

4 https://docs.qgis.org/2.8/en/docs/user_manual/processing/modeler.html
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Figure 6: Minimal KNIME workflow for Solar Analyst

exported .knwf file, requiring users to have access to their own version of such software (but see also Section 4.3). The
following subsections describe two important extensions to this minimal workflow to further enhance reproducibility:
integrating validation and exposing model details.

4.2. Integrating validation
As argued above, validating the model and outputs is important for warrantability, but frequently omitted (Brito et al.,
2012; Kodysh et al., 2013; Santos et al., 2014). Using a SWFMS helps make model validation easier to integrate. Figure 7 extends the KNIME workflow in Figure 6 with additional validation of the model output through comparison with
a ground truth data set. Data about expected solar radiation data is provided by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
(www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/), captured using pyranometers at local meteorological stations. For our study,
expected solar radiation took the form of monthly solar radiation potential (kWh/m2 ) for the study area, averaged over
the last 30 years. In cases where ground-based pyranometer data is unavailable, average solar radiation can also be
derived from satellite images for the area of interest (https://power.larc.nasa.gov). The additional validation
steps and data sets can be seen by comparing Figures 6 and Figure 7. The lower portion of Figure 7 extends the basic
model in Figure 6 by reading in and reformatting the ground truth data set, calculating the differences between the
model estimates and expected solar radiation, and classifying those differences for ease of interpretation.
The Solar Analyst output provides an estimated solar radiation potential in kWh/m2 for each raster cell in the input
DSM. In the example workflow in Figure 7, model outputs are classified based on their difference with the monthly
average solar radiation potential value (AVG-RAD) derived from the ground truth data set. Model outputs with the
maximum of 15% relative difference (Δ) to the ground truth data set and within a range -15% of AVG-RAD ≤ Δ ≤
15% of AVG-RAD are included in expected solar radiation potential category. Model outputs with a negative or positive difference value outside of the range are included in low and high solar radiation potential category, respectively.
The approach to validation depicted in Figure 7 is simple, but can fulfill two important functions. First, the approach
provides a mechanism to report on and share prior validation of model results in an executable form that helps users
understand model limitations. Second, the workflow provides model users with and a ready and intuitive mechanism
to check for errors in their own modeling results. In the latter case, users can easily insert their own ground-truth
data to validate their own or others’ model outputs. More sophisticated validation workflows are naturally also possible. Such validation might aim to highlight the spatial distribution of errors, for example, mapping the occurrence
of errors or computing spatial correlations in error. Irrespective of the specific validation method used, explicitly capturing validation in the workflow and alongside the modeling process itself inherently increases reproducibility and
transparency.
Crucially, once again the scientific workflow combines all analysis and validation steps and all the data sets that acNenad Radosevic et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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Figure 7: Extended KNIME workflow integrating Solar Analyst with validation

company those steps. Hence, sharing modeling and validation process and data sets ensures that both modeling and
validation are reproducible, and increases the warrantability of model outputs.

4.3. Exposing model details
A strength of SWFMS, such as KNIME, is the ease with which external components, such as ESRI Solar Analyst,
GRASS, machine learning tools, or Python scripts, can be integrated with workflows. At the same time, reliance on
external components also introduces a weakness in reproducibility. The SWFMS enables both process and data in the
workflows in Figures 6 and Figure 7 to be archived and shared. However, it cannot guarantee that external components,
in particular proprietorial software such as ESRI Solar Analyst, will be available to other modelers. Further, the external
component may operate as a “black box,” reducing the transparency of the model. Unpacking the details of the solar
radiation as a workflow itself improves model transparency, exposing the inner operations within the model (Hamilton
et al., 2019), and provides more comprehensive documentation of the model, reducing uncertainty related to model
application (Jakeman et al., 2006; Hamilton et al., 2019).
Figure 8 shows an extended scientific workflow that again executes the same basic model as that in Figure 6, but exposes all of the modeling steps within the process of solar radiation estimation by ESRI Solar Analyst. The workflow
in Figure 8 begins with two main streams. The lower workflow stream calculates direct and diffuse solar radiation
components based on equations from Solar Analyst user manual (Fu and Rich, 2000) without including the sky obstruction from surrounding area. The upper workflow stream takes point (raster cell) coordinates, together with aspect
and slope information derived from the DSM illustrated in Figure 3, and calculates a sky obstruction factor by including shadowing from building rooftops. In our specific case study, we use a small cluster of points spatially contained
withing the flat rooftops and with slope and aspect constant value equal to 0 (i.e., sky-facing). In our case study, local
ground terrain does not have any impact on the estimation of rooftop solar radiation potential, because the building is
significantly higher than any surrounding topography (see Figure 3). However, more complex examples might require
that workflow accounts for the shadowing effect of local terrain upon estimation of solar radiation.
These two streams combined together calculate solar radiation potential for any given location within the DSM. Note
that the uncertainty associated with solar radiation potential estimates from the workflow in Figure 8 will be similar to
that of the Solar Analyst model output uncertainty. This is mainly because our workflow’s solar radiation model is a
Nenad Radosevic et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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simplified but otherwise faithful reproduction of the Solar Analyst model, based on the same equations for calculating
two main components (direct and diffuse) of global radiation (Fu and Rich, 2000). Our aim in constructing the workflow
in Figure 8 is not to build a better or more accurate solar radiation estimator; rather, it is to illustrate the principle of
unpacking “black box” environmental models and exposing their workings using SWFMS.
Hence, this example of KNIME workflow illustrated in Figure 8 demonstrates a component based transparent tool
for solar radiation modeling which operates completely independent from the ESRI Solar Analyst solar radiation tool,
unlike previous workflows depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7. In the case of this extended workflow Figure 8, the
whole modeling process can be exposed, stored, shared, and manipulated with no restrictions on transparency or need
for external software components or licenses. SWFMS such as KNIME also helps modelers manage the complexity of
more exposed models through metanodes, where a single logical modeling step comprises multiple operations. Thus,
complex workflows can be hierarchically nested to retain clarity, ensuring transparency and reproducibility.

5. Parameter-setting assistance using machine learning
The results in the previous section demonstrate how SWFMS can be used to improve reproducibility and warrantability
of environmental modeling, through improved model clarity, transparency, documentation, validation, and integration
of data and processing. The ability additionally to integrate a range of analytics tools together in a single workflow
offers further opportunities for improving model reproducibility and warrantability. This section explores one such
example: the integration of machine learning tools to assist novice users in choosing appropriate parameter settings.
As discussed in Section 3, setting appropriate parameters often relies on domain expertise, experience, or subjective
judgment. In most past published studies using Solar Analyst, for example, authors simply do not report parametersettings (Singh and Banerjee, 2015; Santos et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Kodysh et al., 2013). This reliance on expertise
and judgment creates barriers to reproducibility, especially for novice users.
Figure 9 shows an extension of our Solar Analyst environmental model workflow that uses a machine learning
technique—decision trees—to support estimation and selection of appropriate parameter settings. The solar radiation estimation model itself is contained within a single metanode (“Workflow loop”). The majority of the visible
workflow is concerned with three main steps:
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Figure 10: Meta node: decision tree model

1. generating model output using a range of different parameter settings choices (Figure 9, section with orange
border line);
2. comparing and classifying model output based on its difference with the ground truth dataset (Figure 9, section
with yellow border line); and
3. decision tree learning with classified model output to identify parameter settings (Figure 9, section with red
border line).
Decision tree learning is a class of machine learning that recursively classifies a data-set based on its most important or
salient features (Russell and Norvig, 2002). Amongst the most famous examples of decision tree learning are the ID3
and C4.5 algorithms by Quinlan (Quinlan, 1986, 1993). Both algorithms classify a data set by selecting at each node
those attribute values that maximize the Shannon’s information gain (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) about the training
data. Shannon’s information gain is sometimes explained as quantifying the “surprisal value” of information: how
much a particular item of data “surprises” us. In the context of decision tree learning, those attributes of a data set that,
once known, tell us most about the ultimate outcome can be said to decrease our “surprise” at the outcome. Hence,
these attributes are associated with the highest information gain, and so are selected first in a decision tree. Figure 10
shows the detail of the decision tree learning process in the KNIME scientific workflow, expanded from the “Decision
tree model” metanode in Figure 9.
In the context of environmental modeling, decision tree learning can be used to classify different parameters and
parameter settings based on the (Shannon’s) information gain about the model output. In the example of our solar
radiation estimation, decision tree learning can be used to classify the parameters and parameter settings most important
for model accuracy. Certain parameters and settings will have a significant impact on the accuracy of the resulting
model execution; others may have limited impact. In the resulting decision tree, parameters that have the most impact
on model accuracy (i.e., most reduce our surprise in output accuracy) will be associated to the greatest Shannon’s
information gained. Successively less important parameters and their setting values will be associated with lower
Shannon’s information gain. Classifying parameters and parameter settings in this way provides simple guidance to
novice users as to the importance and likely impact of different parameters and settings.
The following subsections step through the process of using decision tree learning to aid in parameter settings.

5.1. Parameter solution space
Table 2 shows six key parameters of Solar Analyst (Fu and Rich, 2000) of those identified in Section 3.2. The selected
parameters include the physical parameters that are amongst the most difficult to estimate (diffuse and transmission
Nenad Radosevic et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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Table 2
Solar Analyst solution space: key parameters and typical parameter settings
Parameter
Sky size (SS)
No. azimuth directions (NADR)
No. azimuth divisions (NADV)
No. zenith divisions (NZDV)
Diffusion proportion index (DPI)
Transmission proportion index (TPI)

Setting 1
250
8
8
8
0.1
0.4

Setting 2
350
16
16
16
0.2
0.5

Setting 3
450
24
24
24
0.3
0.6

Setting 4
550
32
32
32
0.4
0.7

Units
Cells per side
Directions
Divisions
Divisions
Dimensionless
Dimensionless

Table 3
An example training data set for parameter setting decision tree learning. Model output is classified according to “High”
performing (top quartile accuracy) and “Lower” performing parameter settings.
SS
[Cells per side]
250
250
350
250
550
250
550
450
250
...

NADR
[Directions]
8
16
32
32
8
32
32
8
32
...

NZDV
[Divisions]
8
32
24
32
32
16
16
8
32
...

NADV
[Divisions]
8
8
8
32
8
24
16
32
8
...

DPI
[Dimensionless]
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.1
...

TPI
[Dimensionless]
0.4
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.4
...

Model output
(Record)[kWh/m2 ]
Lower
Lower
Lower
High
Lower
High
Lower
High
Lower
...

proportion) (Ruiz-Arias et al., 2009) and the granularity parameters that are most reliant on experience (sky size, number of azimuth directions and divisions, number of zenith divisions). These parameters cannot easily be observed
directly by sensors or other measurements: they must be estimated or defined by users based on experience or estimation. Some expertise may still be required to determine even the range of sensible settings to be explored (e.g., sky
size of between 250–550 in Table 2). However, guidance for the novice on the broad range of settings can often be
deduced from the documentation. Certainly, this is the case for Solar Analyst documentation.

5.2. Training data set
A brute-force approach to explore this parameter solution space is to use decision tree learning across all 46 = 4096
different combinations of parameter settings to classify parameters and settings based on the accuracy of the model
output. Computing the estimated solar radiation for the entire study area can take several hours. Hence, for our training
data set a small representative cluster of rooftops exhibiting a range of different building heights was selected from the
northern side of the study area. The buildings contained 392 pixels, around 5% of the total study area.
For each parameter setting combination, the solar radiation estimated in every raster cell of DSM by the model can be
compared with expected solar radiation, measured at local weather stations. As a result, 4096 model runs produced
4096 × 392 = 1, 605, 632 records (individual solar radiation estimates). An example of the results of comparing
model outputs with expected, ground-truth radiation is shown in Table 3. Each row in the table provides one of the
4096 possible parameter setting combinations repeated for each of the 392 raster cells. The final column in Table 3
additionally classifies the solar radiation in kWh/m2 estimated by Solar Analyst compared to the ground truth expected
average monthly radiation. Each output cell is ranked according to the absolute difference between expected and
estimated solar radiation. “High” performing cells are those where estimates are in the top 25% of smallest absolute
deviations from expected. “Lower” performing cell have estimates in the bottom 75% of smallest absolute deviations
from expected.
The rationale for selecting the top quartile as “High” performing is connected with the resultant decision tree structure,
explained further in the following section.
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Figure 11: Decision trees for parameters: (a) transmission proportion index (TPI), and (b) diffuse proportion index (DPI).
Highlighted leaf nodes show the selected parameter settings.

5.3. Decision tree learning
Decision tree learning classifies the training data according to the information gained about estimation accuracy by
each parameter setting in Table 2. In the resulting decision tree, each node in the tree details the number and proportion
of “High” and “Lower” performing output records (cells). Each branch identifies a parameter-value setting with the
associated information gained through that setting.
For example, Figures 11 and 12 show the decision trees resulting from decision-tree learning on four of the six parameters in Table 2. Taking TPI (transmission proportion index) as an example (Figure 11a), the root node shows the entire
training data set, with the top 25% of settings designated “High” performing and the bottom 75% of settings designated
“Lower” performance. At the first level, a TPI setting of > 0.4 (right-hand branch) versus ≤ 0.4 (left-hand branch) has
the largest information gain of any TPI setting in the training data set, 𝐼(𝐸) = 0.1226. None of those model runs with
a TPI parameter setting of ≤ 0.4 led to “High” performing (i.e., top quartile) outputs.
In contrast, for model runs with a TPI setting of > 0.4, a further TPI-setting of ≤ 0.5 versus > 0.5 leads to further
information gained about the “High” performing settings, 𝐼(𝐸) = 0.1961. And in the case of TPI > 0.5, further TPI
parameter settings (≤ 0.6 versus > 0.6) yield further information gained, 𝐼(𝐸) = 0.0215.
Examining the resulting decision tree in Figure 11a, the highlighted leaf node with 204,746 records (51.0% of the
data) has the largest number of “High” performing (top quartile) model outcomes. Consequently, the parameter setting
Nenad Radosevic et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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Figure 12: Decision trees for parameters: a) number of azimuth directions (NADR), b) sky size (SS). Highlighted leaf
nodes show the selected parameter settings.

associated with that node (TPI of > 0.5 and ≤ 0.6) is arguably the best default setting for that parameter.
Hence, the rationale for training the decision tree with the top quartile classified “High” performing ensures that in the
ideal case—where just two setting decisions for a parameter, e.g., ≥ 𝑥 and ≤ 𝑦—perfectly describe the training data,
then the resulting decision tree will have less than three levels, with all of the “High” performing model runs allocated
to one leaf node. In practice, however, usually only some lesser proportion of the “High” performance outputs are
classified correctly by a single parameter in this way. In such cases, we select the parameter setting with the largest
total number of “High” performance outputs from the top quartile. This largest number of “High” performing records
from the top 25% of data is used as a measure for accuracy of model output with a particular parameter-setting decision.
For example, in Figure 11b the parameter setting of DPI (diffusion proportion index) of ≤ 0.1 versus > 0.1 is identified
with the greatest information gain at the first level 𝐼(𝐸) = 0.002. In this case the first-level leaf node in left hand branch
(DPI ≤ 0.1) is associated with the largest number of “High” performing model outputs (116302 “High,” 29% of the
data) of any leaf node, and so represents the preferred default parameter setting.
Similar decision trees can be constructed for other parameters and settings, including:
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Table 4
Solar Analyst parameter solution space: summary advice for users from decision tree learning
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

𝐼(𝐸)
0.1226
0.0020
0.0002
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001

Parameter
TPI
DPI
NADR
SS
NZDV
NADV

Setting range
0.4 ≤ TPI ≤ 0.7
0.1 ≤ DPI ≤ 0.4
8 ≤ NADR ≤ 32
250 ≤ SS ≤ 550
8 ≤ NZDV ≤ 32
8 ≤ NADV ≤ 32

Advice
0.5 < TPI ≤ 0.6
DPI = 0.1
NADR = 8
SS = 250
NZDV = 32
NADV = 32

51.0%
29.0%
26.1%
25.1%
25.0%
25.0%

Accuracy
(204746 records)
(116302 records)
(104819 records)
(100584 records)
(100366 records)
(100355 records)

• NADR (number of azimuth directions, Figure 12a), where a setting of ≤ 8 leads to the greatest number of “High”
performing model outputs (104819).
• SS (sky size, Figure 12b), where settings have very low impact on number of “High” performing outputs indicated by very low information content, 𝐼(𝐸) < 0.0001
• NADV and NZDV (number of azimuth/zenith divisions), which have almost no influence on the “High” versus
“Lower” performing model runs, with very low information content 𝐼(𝐸) < 0.0001 in all cases.

5.4. Summary advice for users
The information from the decision trees for each parameter can be summarized in the form of advice to novice users, as
shown in Table 4. Such advice may only provide a guide, and may be limited in application to the local vicinity which
the training data set covers. However, in the case of solar radiation modeling, this vicinity may be large as parameters
such as TPI and DPI are not expected to vary significantly over small geographic distances. Further, the method makes
efficient use of a small number of expected ground-truth measurements (in our case one spatial location with a history
of 30 years measurements applied to a larger number of spatial locations).
Further, parameters can be ranked in order of importance according to the associated Shannon’s information gained
through that parameter setting. Default settings for each parameter can then be reported as ranges derived from the
leaf node in the decision tree with the highest number of “High” (top quartile) model runs (see Table 4).
For example, from Table 4 the TPI parameter has the greatest information gain 𝐼(𝐸) = 0.1226 at the root node of
decision tree (Figure 11a). It is in this sense the most important parameter for users to set: the one with the greatest
influence over the performance of model outputs. Users can be advised that a TPI parameter setting of 0.5 < TPI ≤ 0.6
is associated with the largest number of “High” performing (top quartile) model runs.
Based on the information gained, the six key parameters can be divided into two groups. The first group includes the
three most important key parameters (TPI, DPI, and NADR) with information gain value 𝐼(𝐸) ≥ 0.0001. The second
group includes the bottom-ranked parameters (SS, NZDV, and NADV) associated with very small information gains
of 𝐼(𝐸) < 0.0001. Users can be advised that this second parameter group has a very low impact on the performance
of model runs.

5.4.1. Computational considerations
In cases such as those above, where parameters have minimal impact on model accuracy, it may be advantageous
to prioritize other considerations in setting those parameters, such as computational efficiency or increasing model
granularity.
The time required to execute our complete parameter-learning workflow (in Figure 9) is dominated by executing the
4096 Solar Analyst runs with different parameter settings. Executing all 4096 model runs requires between 24 and 48
hours—depending on parameter settings—on a standard PC for the selected subset of building rooftops (occupying
about 5% of the total study area). Each individual Solar Analyst model run requires only a few minutes to execute on
the rooftop subset, whereas the full study area in Figure 4 may require several hours for a single model execution.
All other workflow operations require less than two minutes total to execute (specifically, with reference to Figure 9,
about 45 seconds for workflow in the orange area, excluding Solar Analyst model runs; 30 seconds for the yellow area;
and 20 seconds for the red area). Hence, our analysis of computational scalability below focuses on the impact of
changing parameters on Solar Analyst model runs.
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Figure 13: Scalability of Solar Analyst execution times for six key parameters: a) SS, b) NADR, c) NZDV and NADV,
and d) TPI, and e) DPI.

Figure 13 summarizes the impact on model execution times of the six main parameter settings explored (SS, NZDV,
NADV, NADR, TPI, DPI). In all cases, the model was executed on a standard personal computer with 8GB RAM
memory and a 2.40GHz processor with four cores. Each model execution was conducted using a finer spatial resolution
(0.2m cell size) and a coarser spatial resolution (0.4m cell size) DSM. Figure 13 shows how the execution time increases
(scales) as a function of parameter setting.
In general, finer spatial granularity leads to increased execution time, as would be expected due the the larger number
of raster cells involved in the computation. Increasing the sky size (SS) increases the time required to execute each
model as a quadratic in the number of cells per side (in computing terms, a time complexity of 𝑂(𝑛2 )). The total
number of cells in the computation increases as function of the square of the sky size, so this growth in execution time
is as would be expected.
Increasing NADV leads to quadratic increases in computation time for the same reasons. Regression on the observed
results confirmed this expectation of quadratic growth, R2 > 0.99 in all cases. While the scalability remains the
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same, 𝑂(𝑛2 ), for both 0.2m and 0.4m DSM, the absolute times required for the finer granularity DSM (0.2m) are
significantly higher in all cases for the same reason in proportion to the increased number of cells. All other parameters
(NZDV/NADV, TPI, and DPI) have no impact on the computation time. While TPI and DPI are important factors used
in the computing accurate output, they have no effect on the computational efficiency. Finally, although NZDV/NADV
are granularity parameters, specifying the mesh size for computing shadow boundaries, they do not affect the structure
of the model computation and so have no effect on the time required for a model run.
Combining the decision tree output in Table 4 with the computational scalability of parameters in Figure 13, leads to
the following parameter setting advice:
• TPI and DPI parameter settings have the most impact on output accuracy (Table 4) but no impact on computational time complexity (Figure 13d and e). Hence, for those parameters, model output accuracy is the sole
consideration.
• NADR parameter settings have a moderate impact on output accuracy (Table 4) but also a significant impact on
computational time complexity (Figure 13b). Hence, for the NADR parameter, settings towards the lower end
of the range are advisable as long as they do not degrade output accuracy (i.e., NADR = 8 in the range [8, 32]
Table 4).
• A change in sky size (SS) parameter is associated with only minimal effect on the model output accuracy (Table 4), but significant effects on the computational scalability, with higher values requiring significantly longer
to process (Figure 13a). Hence, for the SS parameter, settings at the lower end of the accurate range are advisable
(i.e., SS = 250 in the range [250, 550] Table 4).
• NZDV and NADV settings have no significant effect on model accuracy (Table 4). However, higher settings do
not require any additional runtime, hence adopting the highest setting in the range may be the natural default
(NADV/NZDV = 32 in the range [8, 32]) Table 4.

5.5. Workflow limitations and applications
The primary limitation of the parameter-learning workflow, illustrated in Figure 9, is the computational time required
to repeatedly execute computationally-intensive environmental model, such as solar radiation estimation, in order to
explore a large parameter space. In this work, that computational cost was managed by applying our machine learning
of parameters to only a small, representative sample of building rooftops (about 300 pixels and 5% of the total study
area).
Potentially, there are a number of other approaches that might be taken to reduce or ameliorate computational overheads, including:
• High performance computing (HPC): HPC and shared cloud-based computing resources could be used to efficiently precompute model outputs using a range of parameters, especially in cases where some or all “default” parameter settings are expected to be common across different geographic regions or groups of applications/users.
• Reducing parameter solution space: Omitting from decision tree learning any parameters known to have limited impact on output accuracy will significantly reduce the solution space to explore. For example, omitting
NZDV/NADV and SS from training in other areas would reduce the number of model runs from 4096 (46 ) to
64 (43 ), potentially reducing computational time by a factor of 64. Using fractional factorial designs, rather
than exhaustively exploring the full factorial parameter space would further reduce computational overheads. A
fractional factorial design, exploring only some combinations of parameter settings, is likely to be effective because some parameter settings tend to co-vary in their effects (for example, parameters TPI and DPI are inversely
related by prevailing atmospheric conditions, see Section 3.2).
• Incremental model algorithms: In our naive approach, each individual model run will need to regenerate all
computational resources or steps, even those common to other model runs. An incremental algorithm is able
to efficiently reuse previously computed intermediate data or steps in subsequent model runs. Designing an
incremental version of a “black box” model such as Solar Analyst is not feasible due to its closed nature. However, incremental versions of open, workflow-based models, such as that explored in Section 4.3, are potentially
possible (for example, associated with parallel branches of the workflow Figure 8).
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Although this work has focused on the specific case study of solar radiation modeling, our machine learning workflow
approach has potential wider applicability for selecting appropriate parameter settings in any environmental model,
such as aquatic ecosystem (Nielsen et al., 2017), hydrological (Pietroniro et al., 2007; Terink et al., 2015), and weather
and climate (Mughal et al., 2017; Turuncoglu et al., 2013; Skamarock et al., 2008) models.
For example, for aquatic ecosystem modeling, estimating and selecting appropriate values for meteorological parameters such as wind speed, air pressure, air temperature, and cloud cover fraction are similarly challenging to TPI and DPI
in Solar Analyst. Further, this transparent workflow approach may also find utility for calibrating and tuning weather
and climate models. Some climate models consistently underestimate important drivers of climate such as rainfall, solar radiation or wind potential, while other overestimate them (Hourdin et al., 2017). Hence, the automated assistance
with setting workflow parameters may aid in reducing errors due to inappropriate parameter settings in model outputs.
Finally, the approach would also be useful in deciding where to prioritize additional efforts to refine parameter settings.
Table 4 indicates that, for example, efforts to more precisely determine TPI and DPI in the study area are likely to lead
directly to improved accuracy. By contrast, NZDV/NADV and SS are unlikely to impact model output accuracy,
and need not be a high priority for modelers. Developing the work further still, it would be possible to explore out
information gain approach to similarly exploring those inputs or spatial regions where more accurate, fine granular, or
up-to-date data might have the largest impact on model accuracy.

6. Conclusions and further work
Through the example of KNIME and Solar Analyst, this article has demonstrated the capacity of scientific workflows
and SWFMS to improve reproducibility and warrantability of environmental modeling. In addition, SWFMS can lead
to increased opportunities for transparent decision support for environmental modelers.
The results demonstrate that SWFMS-based environmental modeling can be more reproducible, more transparent, and
more easily validated and explained than the conventional approach to modeling. SWFMS enable the model, data,
and parameters to be captured in a reproducible and transparent way; allow the integration of modeling and model
validation; expose the environmental model details to scrutiny; and can be used to support integration of higher-level
capabilities, such as parameter-setting advice for novice users.
Nevertheless, this research lays the ground work for a range of further avenues to explore. For example, there are a
range of options to extend our approach to machine learning for parameter-setting advice. Different machine learning
approaches, such as genetic algorithms (Shapiro, 2001) for efficient searching the model parameter solution-space,
might be more appropriate than decision tree learning, particularly for models with larger parameter sets and spaces.
Such techniques are similarly easily integrated through SWFMS.
Further, our work focuses on just one example environmental model: solar radiation, with a particular focus on Solar
Analyst. Using a SWFMS means other solar radiation models (such as, for example, GRASS’ r.sun, or even native
workflow models such as explored in Section 4.3) can be easily substituted. The broader principles exposed by this work
are expected to hold true for other environmental models. Indeed, as discussed in Section 3.2, solar radiation is an example of a relatively simple environmental model, with a well-understood physical basis. More complex environmental
models may reveal further challenges and opportunities for SWFMS. The increasing popularity of geospatially-enabled
scientific workflows means future applications should also help to improve reproducibility and extend warrantability
of environmental modeling across more complex application domains, such as hydrological, climate, or ecological
modeling (Yue et al., 2015; Turuncoglu et al., 2013; Nielsen et al., 2017; Coll and Steenbeek, 2017). The benefits
of improved reproducibility, warrantability, and transparency offered by SWFMS are only expected to increase as
environmental models become more complex.
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